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BACK TO  
THE FUTURE  
(Part One)

“If you can look into the seeds of time 

and say which grain will grow and which 

will not, speak then unto me,” William 

Shakespeare wrote in “Macbeth.” In the 

past decade, EXHIBITOR has gazed 

deep into the seeds of time and charted 

the marvels that would spring forth into 

the trade show world, from Near-Field 

Communication (NFC) to Quick Response 

(QR) codes. Today, those marvels, once 

as improbable as teleportation devices, 

are as commonplace as the Roomba. 

Starting this month, EXHIBITOR boldly 

goes back to the future where we search 

for the tools of tomorrow’s trade shows 

today. Join us for the ride, because after 

all, the future is where we’re going to 

spend the rest of our lives.  

By Charles Pappas
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Augmented Reality
What is it?

Its origins rooted in a quirky 1962 machine called the 

Sensorama that vibrated the seat you sat on, played stereo 

sounds, and projected stereoscopic 3-D images, augmented 

reality (AR) meshes digital information such as sound, video, 

graphics, or even GPS data with existing live video or your 

physical environment, in real time, through a digital device. 

“Augmented reality” wasn’t minted as a phrase, however, 

until 1990, when professor Tom Caudell coined it while 

working on Boeing Co.’s Computer Services’ Adaptive Neu-

ral Systems Research and Development project. Until then, 

the Seattle-based aerospace company placed oversized 

-

ally — and expensively — designed wiring instructions for 

each plane being manufactured, to guide workers. Every 

time wiring designs were changed, the boards had to be 

redone at considerable cost. Caudell replaced the boards 

with a head-mounted apparatus that displayed a plane’s 

AR-capable headsets, tablets, phones, eyeglasses, and con-

tact lenses are being produced to accommodate overlays of 

computer-generated information on the physical realm.

How fast is it growing? 

AR didn’t truly make its way into popular culture until 1998. 

down” line that debuted during a professional football 

game on ESPN. The system, called 1st and Ten, invented 

by New York-based Sportvision Inc., depicted a radiant strip 

 

yard line. It’s been 17 years since 1st and Ten was intro-

duced, and AR has become a driving force in commerce 

and culture. According to TechSci Research’s “United 

States Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality Market Forecast 

& Opportunities, 2018,” AR’s virus-like spread from com-

in its projection of 30-percent annual growth domestically 

for the next three years. Supporting that projection, consult-

Reality, State of the Market,” pegs the global worth of the 

AR market by 2018 as $5.2 billion — which may be wildly 

underestimating its impact.

But when it comes to AR, the eyes may have it. Business 

Insider Inc.’s BI Intelligence unit predicts Google Inc.’s 

Google Glass will rack up sales of 21 million units annually 

sunglasses, Google Glass has a display that when activated 

appears like a 25-inch-diameter color TV hovering 8 feet 
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If you feel you don’t know your AR from your 

elbow, there are several good guides to help 

you understand the merging of the digital 

and physical worlds. “Augmented Reality: 

An Emerging Technologies Guide to AR” by 

Greg Kipper and Joseph Rampolla and “Un-

derstanding Augmented Reality: Concepts” 

by Alan Craig are excellent starting points. 

If those seem too academic, Tech50+’s 

bite-size “A Boomer’s Primer on Augmented 

Reality” will appeal to anyone from baby 

boomers to Millennials. Meanwhile Marxent 

Labs’ online resource guides, “What is 

Augmented Reality?” and “An Augmented 

Reality Glossary” will have you expounding 

on AR like an authority in minutes.

To jump in and try AR ASAP, download pop-

ular apps such as Wikitude World Browser 

or Google Sky Map. Wikitude World Browser 

overlays data from 3,500 content providers 

on any physical landmark around you, while 

planet, star, or constellation in the night sky 

faster than you can say “Copernicus.” Both 

are available for the iPhone on iTunes, and 

for Android-based phones at Google Play. 

in front of your face. Like smartphones, Google Glass is 

number of software applications. Currently, the eyewear 

offers Google’s basic functions such as search, calendar, 

and Gmail. In addition to that suite of services, there are 

about 100 third-party apps currently available for it, such 

as UniSpeech for Google Glass (which can translate  

and Evernote for Glass (which allows you to send pictures 

Whether it’s software or spectacles, 

the brand loyalty AR offers is not a com-

puter-generated illusion. Research from 

Hidden Creative Ltd., a Manchester, 

-

cludes customers are 165 percent more 

likely to buy a product when it includes 

an AR component. In fact, AR’s allure 

for exhibitors in 2015 might be as irre-

sistible as the Gold Rush’s temptation 

companies the ability to delve deeper 

into their offerings at trade show 

director of marketing for Kaon Interac-

product marketing and sales applica-

tions. “The nonsequential nature of AR 

allows users to experience products  

in the way they want at the pace they 

enjoy, making it a universal sales tool.”

Food shows can be a feeding frenzy  

that could teach piranhas a thing or two 

about overeating. Nobody knows that 

better than Tyson Foods Inc. The 80- 

year-old Springdale, AK-headquartered

food products at the School Nutrition Association’s Annual 

National Conference in Kansas City, MO. But instead of 

feeding key decision-makers’ minds, the company typically 

swarmed into the booth for a taste of tortilla or a bite of 

burger. Working with Global Experience Specialists Inc. 

experiment with removing most edibles from its exhibit, 

target audience more with ideas than calories. 

Instead of positioning staffers at the front of its 30-by-

60-foot island exhibit with trays of free samples, it armed 

them with less-digestible iPads. When attendees stopped, 

the staffers initiated an activity by heading a few feet closer 

monitor was a food category heading, such as Patties & 

Handheld, or Tortillas, Tostadas, and Chips. If a visitor 

expressed interest in, say, Patties & Handheld, the staffer 

called up the particular topic on the iPad, then handed the 

tablet over to the guest. Cradling the iPad with both hands, 

the guest manipulated the visuals of 

on the second screen below, e.g., 

chicken strips, tortilla chips, or ham-

burgers. While information on the 

mouthwatering meals appeared on the 

iPad, including their ingredient lists, 

cooking instructions, and nutritional 

facts, the attendee could view the food 

on the screen from various angles, 

spin the pictures like a Lazy Susan, or 

focus in on a particular part. 

While guests gazed at the repasts, 

Tyson Foods’ products. Attendees at 

previous shows might have zoomed in 

and out of the booth as if picking up 

an order from a fast-food outlet, but 

here they stayed for 10 minutes or 

more, engrossed by the AR activity that 

spurred them to ask more questions 

about the company’s offerings. By sub-

stituting a novel visual interaction for 

the usual gustatory one, the company 

used AR to connect with customers 

and serve them what they needed. 

Similarly, PerkinElmer Inc. used AR to educate trade 

show attendees, but with a decidedly entertaining twist. 

The Waltham, MA, company, whose corporate repertoire 

includes technologies that test food products for purity and 

are laid low by food-borne illnesses every year. So, for the 

Institute of Food Technologists Annual Meeting & Food 

Expo in Chicago’s McCormick Place, it decided to add 

an AR-based game to leaven the usual saltine-dry sales 
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Biometrics
What is it?

-

-

 

-

How fast is it growing?
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With the kinks mostly worked out, biometric devices are 

health-care, gaming, retail, and transportation sectors. 

Apple Inc.’s Touch ID technology lets users securely access 

the iPhone 6 as well as use the device’s digital wallet with 

Barclays PLC will unveil a vein-scanning service where cus-

tomers will plug a biometric reader into their computers at 

home. Likened to a “Star Wars’” storm trooper’s helmet, the 

When customers want to 

access their account, they’ll 

their identity. 

-

Nymi Inc., whose wrist-

the plastic wristband allows 

you to access connected 

machines such as car locks 

via a Bluetooth connection.

desires, and needs.” 

How are marketers using it?

Intel Corp. and SMS Audio LLC, the vital organ was also 

the key to connecting with their respective customers. When 

the technology giant and the headphone maker planned 

are as much athletic as they are artistic. They also wanted 

to communicate the deeply personal — and even highly 

thrum and throb rhythm so unique to each individual it 

can actually act as a password.

 

device. The companies decided they would show the 

very cardiac rhythm that the earbuds observe with the 

contraption that just coldly 

graphic plotting the vascular 

data with all the warmth and 

they would render the data 

in a manner more like a 

Picasso than a programmer. 

Inspired by Plotclock, a 

drawing robot, and Hektor, 

a portable spray-paint 

Heart Bot, a robotic au-

tomaton that would detect 

users’ heartbeats, then draw 

rhythm in real time.

When the event kicked 

austere Sky Room. Set against a wooden wall was the 

on a cybernetic Bible, attendees placed their palm on a 

Once the sensor in the panel detected a pulse, it conveyed 

intersecting lines as thin as gossamer. 

When a drawing was done, another guest stepped up to 

the pedestal and placed his or her hand on it, ready to have 

Heart Bot layered each new drawing over the previous ones, 
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creating a complex and compelling latticework resembling a 

medieval cartographer’s map of the cosmos. 

With biometrics still in its commercial — and marketing 

— infancy, most companies might have opted for a literal 

trackers to record the number of steps guests walked, or 

the amount of calories consumed, during the event. That, 

however, would have been as intimate as reciting the pe-

Bot’s diagrams showed each person what the earbuds 

were recording but could not show: 

a unique physiological response that 

implied each participant’s singularity, 

By tweaking the idea of biometrics to 

create an experience that owed more 

Audio elevated a product launch 

event to something as purposeful as it 

was intrinsically playful.

LLC incorporated a biometric element 

to attract attention and communicate 

its offerings’ unique differentiators. To 

video-chat product that can detect 

and track expressions to gauge users’ 

-

ing its 2,500-square-foot booth that 

read attendees’ emotional states with 

an accuracy that suggested genuine 

empathy instead of mere electronics.

half an inch tall, the wall resembled 

those used years ago in train stations 

and airports, where hundreds of tiles

arrivals and departures. But when attendees stopped to 

cameras at seven locations captured and processed their 

facial expressions through Affdex, a program from Affectiva 

 

 

visitors looked ready to have a blues song written about 

them, the wall projected consoling messages such as 

 

magazine highlighted the exhibit as 

3-D Printing
What is it?

food synthesizer to form a meal out of 

molecules, the idea of a machine that 

demand has captured our imagination. 

 

 

 

patent for Apparatus for Production  

printing process was mostly limited to 

creating one-offs of prototypes whose 

mass manufacture would be handled 

by traditional production facilities. 

almost as much as the objects they can 

with nozzles that spray multiple layers of waxes or plastic 

polymers, while others employ metal or glass. No matter 

employing computer-aided design software, which is con-

machine uses a material to form the object by layering the 

 

With even Amazon selling hand- and face-

recognition devices for a variety of purposes, 

Recognition Technology and the Culture of 

of knowledge, while BiometricUpdate.com 

supplies daily news and opinions, including 

the Biometric Explainers, a series of essays 

on the role of biometrics in health care, law 

enforcement, banking, and other areas. The 

Biometrics Resource Center is the federal gov-

ernment’s ground zero for all things biometric. 

you’ll discover a timeline of historical tidbits 

that will bump you up from amateur to adept. 

-

FAQ section, and even a Department of De-

fense tutorial for those who want to be in the 

Finally, for a sense of what keeps the industry’s 

proponents in government and industry awake 

-

metrics Association, a major trade association.
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raw material in successive sheets, often about 0.1 millimeters 

thick, hundreds or even thousands of times. The layers of 

material then dry to form a solid object.

How fast is it growing?

What Johannes Gutenberg’s invention of movable-type 

printing did for the written word in the 15th century, 3-D 

printing is doing for manufacturing in the 21st. “3-D printing 

likely will take more time to work into the trade show world,

but it has the potential to disrupt por-

tions of the exhibition industry,” says 

technology consultant Corbin Ball, 

CMP, and author of “The Ultimate 

Technology Guide for Meeting Profes-

sionals.” “Imagine the ability to print 

out a scale model or actual version 

circumventing traditional costs for 

shipping, drayage, and booth space.” 

Three-dimensional printing might also 

prove to be the “cybercavalry” com-

ing to the rescue at the last minute for 

exhibitors who could print emergency 

replacement parts for anything from 

props to pop-up displays.  

With the increase in computers’ 

processing power, and the ability of 

3-D printers to use higher-quality 

plastics, as well as ceramic materials, 

titanium, stainless steel, and even hu-

Canalys.com Ltd. predicts the global 

market for 3-D printers and services  

will mushroom at an annual growth 

rate of 45.7 percent through 2018. 

And McKinsey Global Institute Re-

search, the business and economics 

research wing of McKinsey & Co. 

Inc., believes 3-D printing will 

have the kind of impact associated 

Three-dimensional printing’s fast advance has been 

aerospace. The applications are, to quote Alexander Dumas, 

as “varied as humanity” itself: Bespoke Innovations Inc., for 

example, uses 3-D printing to create coverings for prosthetic-

limbs that can be enhanced with materials including leather 

and cocoa butter, rather than metal and plastics, to create 

3-D printed car at the 2014 International Manufacturing 

the 1,500-pound two-seater car comprised the same carbon-

How are marketers using it?

For the 2014 Gastech Conference 

customers’ knowledge of the com-

pany’s vast geological services with 

the aid with 3-D models that turned 

the tangled into the tangible. The 

Woodlands, TX-based importer and 

wanted to illustrate for its audience of 

other energy professionals its process 

-

cation. The particular procedure 

starts with liquefaction, which involves 

extracting dust, helium, water, and 

other adulterants from the natural gas, 

condensing it into a liquid by chilling 

it to a nippy 260 degrees below zero, 

and loading it on to tankers. After 

that, the frosty cargo is delivered to a 

-

verted back into a gas. Unless you’re a 

Guy, though, the operation can be 

as deadly dull as reading a software 

program’s end-user agreement. 

cutting-edge technology using 3-D 

printing. In the place of listless litera-

ture and stodgy spiels that rival tryptophan for their ability 

to induce drowsiness, it would use a variety of physical 3-D 

models of its ships and production facilities to depict the 

complex and protracted process. 

About three weeks before the show opened last March, 

the company 3-D printed 28 hard-plastic models of its 

docks, shoreline, buoys, and ships. The scale models 

To get up to speed on 3-D printing, start with 

books such as “3D Printing For Dummies” by 

Kalani Kirk Hausman and Richard Horne, and 

“3D Printers: A Beginner’s Guide” by Oliver 

Bothmann. Then follow up those appetizers 

with a main course of “Makers: The New 

Industrial Revolution” by Chris Anderson, “3D 

Printing: The Next Industrial Revolution” by 

Christopher Barnatt, “Fabricated: The New 

World of 3D Printing” by Hod Lipson and 

Melba Kurman, and “Make: Ultimate Guide to 

3D Printing 2014” by Mark Frauenfelder.

If you prefer to learn about 21st century  

technology in a 21st century fashion, check  

-

gineers, which offers a series of free 3-D 

printing courses called 3D Printing 101. Led 

by Kalani Kirk Hausman, the co-author of 

“3D Printing for Dummies,” the interactive 

webinars are free (once you register at the 

site) and will teach you everything from basic 

terminology to fundamental components of 

3-D printing. To go from theory to practice, 

-

ing Tutorial for Beginners” helps you transform 

your doodle into an actual 3-D design.

needs, pore over the 2015 3D Printer Guide 

where the informed opinions of nearly 2,300 

 

Printers, and Plug-n-Play Printers.
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In the next two installments of “Back to the Future,” we’ll cover 

additional disruptive technologies — wearables, geofencing, 

projection mapping, immersive reality, and more — that are 

turning the trade show world upside down and inside out.  

Charles Pappas,  


